Welcome in France!

If video games are your passion, our school is made for you!

A famous French School!
You may know Ecole Polytechnique (Engineering), ENA (Public Administration), ENST (Telecommunication), FEMIS (Cinema).
Enjmin is «THE» school of games in France and one of the leading training structure in Europe.

Our school is a public organization. Created by the French prime minister in 2005, it is a join venture between 2 majors French universities (Cnam and University of La Rochelle).

Degrees
>
Master Degree
in Games and Interactive Media
The Cnam, the University of La Rochelle and the University of Poitiers (in Angoulême - France)

> Post-Master Degree
Interactive Digital Experience
The Cnam, GOBELINS (in Paris - France)

Accreditation of prior experiential learning
If you have more than 3 years professional experience within the degree framework, you can get the Master Degree

Why join our school?
Thanks to our international network we are able to give you a high level of education: professionals of game and interactive media, famous researchers, conferences with worldwide experts (Peter Molyneux from Lionhead Studio, Trip Hawkins founder of Electronic Arts, Gonzalo Frasca from Powerful Robot Games...).

You will have the opportunity to get an internship in famous companies, such as Ubisoft (all over the world), Electronic Arts, Phoenix Interactive, Lexis Numerique, Darkworks...

Video game “gurus” tutor our students to give them expert advice: Jordan Mechner (Prince of Persia), Eric Viennot (In Memoriam), Frédéric Raynal (Alone in the Dark), Serge Hascoët (Chief Creative Officer – Ubisoft), Viktor Antonov (The Building Studio).

You will have all the material needed to create and develop a pre-production of a game, working in team of 8 or 9 students. Most of the time these projects are presented during conferences or events and obtain rewards: Puddle, Abstrakt, Attract Touch...
To follow our school program a prior knowledge of the **French language is strongly recommended**. Having a good command of French is one of the best ways to make a **success** of your stay in France.

That’s why Cnam–Enjmin offers you the opportunity to follow **French language training** before joining the school with the language center at Royan (from mid July to September).

The **language center** welcomes you on the Atlantic Coast and its objective is to make you speak and understand French better.

Thanks to this language center you will have nothing to worry about: **it takes care of everything...**! Accommodation, administration procedures and everyday life: any request can be catered for.

The fees of the trainings also include **advanced courses in French for 2 years** (Master Degree) **or 1 year** (Post–Master Degree).

---

**Learn French and enjoy your stay on the French beaches... !**

---

**Choose France!**

- **Quality of life**
  Students enjoy specific prices and special assistance in many aspects of daily life (health care, public transportation, low-cost restaurants, discounted prices at museums and athletic events...)

- **Cultural dynamism**
  Books, films, museums, theatres, opera, cafés... are a part of everyday life. It confirms the role of France in the cultural domain.

- **Easy travel in Europe**
  France is in the heart of Europe bordered by nine different countries. It is the ideal place for the students who want to explore, discover and travel throughout Europe. Students can visit all the important cities: it’s easy to reach Amsterdam, London, Berlin, Barcelona, Milan...

---

**Further information**

www.cnam-enjmin.fr
contact@cnam-enjmin.fr | Tel. +33(0)5 46 68 06 78
Cnam–Enjmin, 138 rue de Bordeaux
16000 Angoulême – France